Art- Weaving our own individual Magic Carpets. Aboriginal
patterns—learning the primary and secondary colours.
Rangoli patterns, collage our own Rangoli patterns.
Making Delftware pots out of clay.

Geography– Looking at a map of the world, locating where we live and countries being visited— India, Australia, South Africa, The Netherlands. Identifying continents and oceans
on a world map and globe. Discussing the similarities and differences between physical
features of the UK and Australia. Asking questions about what a place is like.

D & T– Create moving pictures of Australian animals in
their habitats using levers and hinges—including under the
sea animals found in the Great Barrier Reef.

Science-

Music- Listening to music from South Africa.
Clapping rhythms.

Seasonal Change—How do the seasons impact on what we do?

PEOutdoor—(Planned and delivered by Sportscape).
Indoor– Dance from different cultures, including
Bhangra and Dutch Clog Dance,

PSHE– Getting along with others.
Respecting the similarities and differences
between people, including people from different
cultures.
RE– Special ceremonies—weddings and christenings

Everyday Materials—What do aliens think of life on planet Earth?

Literacy -

Magic Carpet
Year 1
SUMMER 2015
Entry Points Watching Aladdin
Making a class magic carpet
Magic Day!
VisitsTrip to Sea Life Centre,
Manchester

SMSCSocial and Cultural- Learning about other cultures.
Indian food tasting and clothes.
Spiritual—other religions, all believe in a God
Moral—looking after our world, how we treat
people from other cultures and countries.

Challenge Maths challenge– How much money did Granny spend at the market?

My Granny went to Market
Poems (Pattern and Rhyme)—Australia/Australian
animals
Stories from other cultures- Tiddalik stories,
Stories from the Billabong (Australia), Elephant
Dance—A Journey to India
Non-chronological reports on Indian animals
Fantasy stories– The Rainbow Fish
Dictionaries

Maths 2D and 3D shapes
Finding halves and quarters
Telling the time to the half hour and quarter hour
Position and direction
Addition and subtraction
Division– sharing and grouping
Money

ICTBeebot software– programming.
Creating images using RM Colour Magic,
Typing sentences in Microsoft Word.

